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Abstract. With the rapid growth of public cloud offerings, how to design effec-
tive prediction models that provide appropriate recommendations for potential 
users has become more and more important. In dynamic cloud environment, 
both of user behaviors and service performance are sensitive to contextual in-
formation, such as geographic location information. In addition, the increasing 
number of attacks and security threats also brought the problem that how to pro-
tect critical information assets such as sensitive data, cloud resources and com-
munication in a more effective and secure manner. In view of these challenges, 
we propose a privacy-preserving and sparsity-aware location-based prediction 
method for collaborative recommender systems. Specifically, our method is de-
signed as a three-phase process: Firstly, two privacy-preserving mechanisms, 
i.e., a randomized data obfuscation technique and a region aggregation strategy 
are presented to protect the private information of users and deal with the data 
sparsity problem. Then a location-aware latent factor model based on tensor 
factorization is applied to explore the spatial similarity relationships between 
services. Finally, predictions are made based on both global and spatial nearest 
neighbors. Experiments are designed and conducted to validate the effective-
ness of our proposal. The experimental results show that our method achieves 
decent prediction accuracy on the premise of privacy preservation. 

Keywords: Location-aware recommendation, Privacy-preserving, Data sparsi-
ty, Tensor factorization 

1. Introduction 

Recommendation has been a hot research topic with the rapid growth of cloud ser-
vices [1-2]. Great efforts have been done both in industry and academia to develop 
effective prediction models for recommender systems, which mainly aim at exploiting 
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available information to provide users with satisfying recommendations [3-4]. With 
the popularity of mobile applications and devices, most cloud services could be in-
voked everywhere [5]. Because of the dynamics of cloud environment, most cloud 
services become region-sensitive. Actually, user preferences, quality of service (QoS) 
and the popularity of services are all varying with the change of user’s geographic 
location. Location information plays an increasingly important role in both users’ 
behaviors and service performance, especially in dynamic cloud environment and 
real-world applications.  

Although there have been some researches focusing on studying location influence 
to recommendation models [6-8]. Most of them merely focused on the location influ-
ence on user preferences. Few work paid attention to the location influence on QoS 
performance of services. Compared with traditional internet services, QoS of cloud 
services is more sensitive to location due to the dynamics of their environment. Both 
of QoS of cloud services and user behaviors are usually changing over geographic 
location. Thus it is still a fundamental task for recommender systems to provide the 
most beneficial suggestions to potential users with the consideration of location in-
formation. Moreover, data sparsity is always a serious threat that deteriorates the per-
formance of recommendation methods [9-10], where users may only use a small 
number of services and provide limited QoS records. Under a data-sparsity scenario, 
existing collaborative recommendation models fail to capture the similarity relation-
ships between users or services effectively. Factorization technique has been a suc-
cessful prediction model used in recommender systems and proved to be an effective 
way to address the data sparsity problem [11-12].  

In addition, the ever-increasing number of attacks and security threats also bring 
the privacy preservation problem, which has been an important issue emerged to be 
addressed in complex cyber environment [13-14]. To make effective recommenda-
tions, user sensitive information, such as observed QoS values, activity patterns, loca-
tion information, social relationships, etc., are collected by recommender systems, 
which puts users at risk. The behavior data and location information of users may be 
abused or even resold to unauthorized parties for profits. In location-aware recom-
mendation models, both location information and observed QoS data could disclose 
the private information of users. Thus effective privacy-preserving mechanisms 
should be integrated into recommendation models to protect the private information 
of users in a more effective and secure manner [15-17].  

Based on these observations, in this paper, we propose a novel privacy-preserving 
and sparsity-aware location-based prediction model based on tensor factorization. The 
proposed model aims to achieve a tradeoff between prediction accuracy and privacy 
preservation. The main contributions of our proposal are summarized as follows: 
 A privacy-preserving location-based collaborative recommendation algorithm 

is proposed to achieve a tradeoff between prediction accuracy and privacy 
preservation. Firstly, a user-service-location model and a security model used 
in our method are defined. 

 Then two privacy-preserving mechanisms are proposed: 1) A random pertur-
bation technique is employed to protect the observed QoS data of users; 2) A 
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region aggregation strategy is presented to preserve the specific location of 
users and deal with the data sparsity problem. 

 Moreover, a location-aware tensor factorization model is employed to mine 
the similarity relationships between services over location adaptively so as to 
provide location-aware predictions. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related 
work. Then the problem statement of our work is presented in Section 3. Based on the 
analysis in Section 3, a privacy-preserving and sparsity-aware location-based predic-
tion algorithm is proposed in Section 4. Section 5 empirically studies the empirical 
performance and efficiency of our method. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and 
provides some future work. 

2. Related Work 

In this section, we review the related work of recommendation models from four as-
pects: location-social influence, spatial-temporal influence, factorization techniques 
and privacy-preserving recommendation models. 

Location-Social Influence. Many researches have demonstrated that there is a 
strong correlation between user’s locations and his/her POIs (Points of Interest) as well 
as social connections. Recent location-aware recommendation studies mainly focuses 
on exploiting the geographical influence or social influence to improve prediction ac-
curacy [18-25]. Lian et al. [18] propose a collaborative location recommendation 
framework to exploit the relations between users, activities and locations, so as to pro-
vide location-aware recommendations. The research [19] presents a location-aware 
probabilistic generative model that leverages location-based ratings to model user pro-
files and provide location-recommendations. Chen et al. [20] employ the location in-
formation and QoS values to cluster users and services to provide personalized service 
recommendations. Jiang et al. [21] propose a personalized travel sequence recommen-
dation approach by learning topical package model from big multi-source media, trave-
logues and community-contributed photos. The references [22-24] focus on analyzing 
the location influence on users' check-in behaviors, and combining user preferences, 
location influence or social influence into a geo-social recommendation model. The 
authors in [25] present an instance-region neighborhood matrix factorization model 
where two levels of geographical characteristics are integrated into the learning of 
latent factors of users and locations to predict users' preferences on locations. 

Spatial-Temporal Influence.  Recently, to obtain more accurate recommendations 
for users, many researches not only consider location influence but also temporal influ-
ence [26-31]. Zhang et al. [26] present a personalized trip recommendation approach 
based on not only the temporal-spatial constraints but also user specific preferences on 
POIs. The reference [27] proposes a spatial-temporal topic model to infer user prefer-
ences, the spatial and temporal patterns of topics embedded in users’ check-in behav-
iors, and the correlation between sentimental tags and rating scores from users’ check-
in and rating behaviors. Yuan et al. [28] study users’ mobility behaviors from users, 
location information, temporal information, and activities, and propose a nonparamet-
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ric bayesian model for context-aware applications. Wang et al. [29] propose a spatial-
temporal QoS prediction method where the temporal QoS prediction is formulated as 
a generic regression problem and a zero-mean Laplace prior distribution assumption 
is made on the residuals of QoS prediction. The authors in [30] present a spatial-
temporal latent ranking approach based on a ranking-based pairwise tensor factoriza-
tion framework to model the interactions among users, POIs, and time information. 
Yang et al. [31] design a spatial-temporal activity preference model and apply a con-
text-aware fusion framework to integrate the spatial and temporal preference models 
for preference inference. 

Factorization Techniques. Factorization Techniques including both matrix factor-
ization and tensor factorization have been successfully utilized in prediction models 
since the Netflix Prize [3, 32-37].The reference [3] proposes a healthcare recommen-
dation model which presents a topic model based on hybrid matrix factorization 
methods to mine user preference distribution and doctor feature distribution. He et al. 
[33] design a novel learning algorithm based on matrix factorization technique for 
online recommendation, which aims to mine user preferences from implicit feedback. 
Zhang et al. [34] propose a temporal QoS-aware recommendation approach based a 
non-negative tensor factorization technique to deal with the triadic relations among 
users, services and time. The authors in [35] proposes two distributed approaches 
based on high-order and large-scale tensor factorization to make a trade-off between 
convergence speed and prediction accuracy. Shi et al. [36] factorize user-item rating 
matrix and other contextual movie similarity matrices to integrate contextual infor-
mation into the recommendation models. The literature [37] designs a mashup service 
recommendation model by combining the implicit API correlations regularization into 
probabilistic matrix factorization model to enhance the recommendation diversity. 

Privacy-preserving Recommendation Algorithms. In recommendation models, 
the requirement to collect users’ QoS data and other sensitive information probably 
puts users at risk. To enable effective recommendation from shared data under priva-
cy protection, there have been many works on privacy-preserving recommender sys-
tems. Existing works on privacy-preserving recommendation models can be divided 
into two categories, i.e., cryptography based recommendation approaches and data 
perturbation based recommendation approaches.  

Cryptography based recommendation approaches usually adopt homomorphic en-
cryption to encrypt user private information [38-41]. Qi et al. [38] present a privacy-
preserving distributed service recommendation method based on Locality-Sensitive 
Hashing strategy to achieve a tradeoff among prediction accuracy, privacy preserva-
tion and efficiency. The reference [39] proposes a privacy-preserving collaborative 
QoS prediction framework which combines Yao’s garbled circuit and additively ho-
momorphic encryption by additively secret sharing to address non-linear computa-
tions in QoS prediction. Kaur et al. [40] present a privacy-preserving collaborative 
filtering scheme on arbitrary distributed data based on multi-party random masking 
and polynomial aggregation techniques. Li et al. [41] propose an efficient privacy-
preserving collaborative filtering algorithm for online recommendations, where an 
unsynchronized secure multi-party computation protocol is presented.  
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Data perturbation based recommendation approaches generally inject noise on user 
data to protect user privacy [17, 42-48]. Zhu et al. [17] design a similarity-
maintaining privacy preservation strategy to obfuscate the QoS data from the users’ 
perspective and propose a location-aware low-rank matrix factorization method to 
improve the robustness of recommendation models. The research [42] proposes a 
simple yet effective privacy-preserving framework by applying data obfuscation tech-
niques, and introduces two privacy-preserving QoS prediction approach under the 
privacy-preserving framework. Boutet et al. [43] firstly design an obfuscation mecha-
nism revealing only the least sensitive information and then propose a randomization-
based dissemination algorithm ensuring differential privacy. Polatidis et al. [44] pro-
pose a multi-level privacy-preserving method for collaborative filtering systems by 
perturbing each rating based on multiple levels and different ranges of random values 
for each level. The authors in [45] propose a hybrid privacy-preserving protocol for 
matrix factorization by combining partially homomorphic encryption with Yao's gar-
bled circuits. Casino et al. [46] propose a novel privacy preserving collaborative fil-
tering method based on micro-aggregation, which guarantees k-anonymity and makes 
a tradeoff between the privacy of users’ preferences and recommendation accuracy. 

Different from previous research work, in our work, we consider location influence 
into recommendation models by distinguishing region-sensitive QoS metrics from 
region-insensitive QoS metrics. A randomized data obfuscation technique and a re-
gion aggregation algorithm are used to preserve the observed QoS data and location 
information of users respectively. Besides, in most existing recommendation works, 
factorization techniques are usually used to predict the rating of users for services 
directly. While in our proposal, we use a high-order tensor factorization technique to 
mine the similarity between services. 

3. Problem Statement 

In this section, we first present a motivation scenario of our proposal and formulate 
our problem. Then a tensor decomposition model used in our proposal is introduced. 

3.1 A Motivation Scenario 

In this section, we will present a recommendation scenario to show the research 
problem of our work. Tom is a software engineer working in China, and he wants to 
rent some cloud virtual machines (VM). However, there are large-scale candidate ser-
vices that can satisfy his functional requirement. Then the problem that he faces is 
how to find an optimized service that is most suitable for him in nonfunctional re-
quirements (QoS). The QoS metrics of VM services contain price, stability, speed and 
security. Here, we assume that Tom concerns more about stability and security.  

Now, there are two candidate VM resources A and B, which both meet the func-
tional requirements of Tom. And Tom has not used both of them before. The overall 
ratings for the two candidate services are almost the same. However, in dynamic 
cloud environment, the QoS performance (such price and response time) of the same 
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service  invoked in different locations maybe different. For example, the rating of A 
and B in China are respectively {4.7, [4, 4.6, 4.8, 4.6]} and {4.5, [4.8, 4, 4.4, 4.5]}, 
where 4.7 is the overall rating and [4, 4.6, 4.8, 4.6] is the rating vector for individual 
QoS. Then Tom may choose service A in China. While in the U.S., the rating of A 
and B are respectively {4.4, [4, 4.2, 4.4, 4.5]} and {4.6, [4.8, 4.3, 4.7, 4.5]}. Then 
Tom may choose resource B when he travels to the U.S. for business. But if we make 
predictions based on all ratings without considering location influence, the prediction 
for Tom in both countries maybe the same, which is obviously unreasonable. 

From this example, we can find that the QoS performance of cloud services may 
vary over geographic location. And the correlation between users and ratings over 
mobile location may be weakened. Most existing recommendation methods make 
predictions for the target user (the user needs to be recommended) based on the col-
lected ratings without considering the location influence to QoS performance of cloud 
services. Besides, both of the observed QoS data and location information could dis-
close the private information of users, such as their habits and affiliations. Thus, the 
security and privacy problem is also an important issue to be addressed in location-
aware prediction problem. In addition, privacy-preserving mechanisms may lead to 
less accurate prediction performance, as the real information of users (such as the 
observed QoS data and location information) is blurred. Thus we should make a 
trade-off between prediction accuracy and privacy preservation. 

To address the privacy-preserving location-aware prediction problem, we propose a 
privacy-preserving and location-aware collaborative recommendation model to obtain 
an optimized recommendation.  

3.2 Problem Formulation 

Some important concepts and definitions are presented in this section. To mine the 
triadic relations among users, cloud services, and location features, we first introduce 
the user-service-location model used in our proposal. Then a security model for priva-
cy preservation is presented. 

(1) User-Service-Location Model:  
In the user-service-location model, given a user set U and a service set S, the num-

ber of users and services are respectively N and M. Each service in S is associated with 
an H-dimensional QoS vector ]...,,,[ 21 HqqqQ 


, which indicates the features of non-

functional properties of the services. The rating of user i on  service j at location ijl is 
denoted as },,{ ijijij lr RQ , where ijr ( 0ijr ) denotes the overall rating of user i on ser-
vice j, ]...,,,[ 21 H

ijijijij rqrqrqRQ is the rating vector for individual QoS metric, ijl is a 
location tag indicating the specific location where user i invoked service j. 

Region Division: To analyze the spatial influence to recommendation performance 
in dynamic cloud environment, the invoked location of services is divided into G re-
gions, i.e., }....,,,{ 21 GRRR . We assume that services invoked in the same region are 
likely to have similar location-aware QoS performance. 

Region-sensitive QoS metrics and Region-insensitive QoS metrics: To mining 
the location features of QoS, we distinguish region-sensitive QoS metrics from region-
insensitive QoS metrics. Region-sensitive QoS metrics are the metrics that have clear 
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location features, which are dynamic features relative to location information (such as 
response time). And region-insensitive QoS metrics are regular features, which are 
usually evolving at a rather slow speed (such as reputation). 

In our work, we distinguish region-sensitive QoS metrics from region-insensitive 
QoS metrics by measuring the fluctuation of the rating for each individual QoS metric 
over different regions, which is defined in equation (1). 
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Where ),( s
hg rqRavg  is the average rating of metric hq in region Rg of service s, and 

)( s
hrqavg is the overall average rating of hq  in all regions of service s. A fluctuation 

threshold   is given to determine whether a QoS metric is region-sensitive or region-
insensitive. If )( hqFlu , then hq can be seen as a region-sensitive QoS metric, oth-
erwise, hq is a region-insensitive QoS metric. So the QoS metric vector 

]...,,,[ 21 HqqqQ  can be divided into two parts, i.e., region-insensitive QoS vector 
)0(]...,,,[ 21 Haiqiqiq a IQ and region-sensitive QoS vector 

]...,,,[ 21 bsqsqsqSQ  (0 ≤ b ≤ H, a + b = H).  
Global Nearest Neighbors and Spatial Nearest Neighbors: In our model, the 

neighborhood model is item-based. Traditional item-based CF algorithms usually make 
predictions based on the ratings of “neighbor” items selected from the whole collected 
data without considering location influence. Different from previous work, we define 
two kinds of nearest neighbors in our proposal, i.e., global nearest neighbors and spa-
tial nearest neighbors, which are described in the following. 

Definition 1. (Global Nearest Neighbors) For a candidate service s, its global 
nearest neighbors are the services that have the most similar QoS ratings with service s 
at all regions. 

Definition 2. (Spatial Nearest Neighbors) The spatial nearest neighbors of service 
s in region Rg are the services that have the most similar QoS performance with service 
s at the aggregated region of Rg. (The definition of the aggregated region is presented 
in Section 4.1) 

(2) Security Model:  
With the ever-increasing number of attacks and security threats in cloud environ-

ments, the privacy and security problem has been an important issue emerged to be 
addressed in recommender systems. In most existing location-aware recommendation 
models, few works consider the security problem in their prediction models. The re-
quirement to collect users’ QoS record data and other sensitive information probably 
puts users at risk. Fig. 1 shows the security model for privacy preservation of our pro-
posal. As shown in Fig. 1, both observed QoS data and location information could 
disclose the private information of users. In complex cyber environment, the private 
information of service users may be abused by the potential privacy attackers such as 
insincere recommender systems and other unauthorized parties. Thus effective privacy-
preserving mechanisms should be integrated into recommendation models to protect 
the private information of users in a more secure manner. More detail analysis about 
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to protect users’ location information. Most existing location-aware recommendation 
approaches utilize the specific location information, or even the specific latitude and 
longitude information of users to make personal recommendations. Once the specific 
location information of users is obtained by the attackers, it will put users at risk. Thus 
it is important to blur the specific location information of users to make users in a more 
secure environment. To address this problem, a region aggregation strategy is proposed 
in our work to expand and fuzzy the target region so as to blur the specific location of 
users.  

Based on the data obfuscation technique and the region aggregation strategy, the 
private information of users could be protected, but the prediction accuracy of the loca-
tion-aware recommendation model will be affected. Thus in privacy-aware recommen-
dation model, it is important to get a trade-off between prediction accuracy and priva-
cy-preservation. 

3.3 CP Decomposition Model 

To analyze the latent factors among services, neighbors and location information, 
high-order decomposition techniques are necessary. CANDECOMP/ PARAFAC (CP) 
decomposition model [49] has been proved to be one of the most successful approach-
es of high-order decomposition for its uniqueness and related interpretability of the 
components. In our work, we will apply a location-aware LFM (latent factor model) 
model based on CP decomposition to mine the triadic relations among services, neigh-
bors and location features. In CP decomposition, an N-dimensional tensor 

NIII  ....21X can be decomposed into a sum of rank-one tensors, which can be 
written as: 

  
XR

N
rrr xxx

1

)()2()1( X , �(2) 

where XR is the rank of tensor X, and vector Xn RIn
rx  ( XRr ,...,1  and Nn ,...,1 ). 

More details of CP decomposition can be found in reference [49]. 

4. Privacy-preserving and Sparsity-aware Location-based 
Prediction Method 

In this paper, to make effective predictions with privacy protection, a privacy-
preserving and sparsity-aware location-based prediction method is proposed. Our 
method is designed as a three-phase process. In phase 1, two privacy-preserving 
mechanisms are proposed. Firstly, to protect the observed QoS data of users, a simple 
but effective data perturbation technique is applied. To further blur the geographic 
location of users, regions are aggregated, which also addresses the data sparsity prob-
lem. In phase 2, similarity between services is first calculated based on the obfuscated 
QoS data firstly, and then a location-aware LFM model based on CP decomposition is 
applied to predict the missing similarities. In phase 3, predictions are made based on 
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the history ratings of both the global neighbors and the spatial nearest neighbors. The 
three phases are described in detail in the following. 

4.1 Privacy-preserving Mechanisms 

1) QoS Data Perturbation: 
For privacy preservation, we use a randomized data obfuscation technique to dis-

guise the observed QoS values. The basic idea of the randomized data obfuscation is to 
add a noise to the real QoS data. By the empirical analysis, the literature [42] and [50] 
have proved that some approximate computations (such as scalar product) on the ag-
gregated data of the disguised QoS data can be done with decent or even better accura-
cy. The randomized perturbation on the observed QoS values can be performed with 
the following equation: 

r' ij
h  =	r ij 

h  εij,                                         �(3) 

where rij
h 	is the real QoS data, and r' ij

h is the disguised QoS data of 	rij
h, εij∈ ,  is a 

random value generated based on the uniform distribution in , , and  is the 
random range. If the range is too large, the accuracy of the prediction will be very low. 
While if the range is too small, the perturbed QoS value could still disclose the private 
information of users. Thus, to make a trade-off between user privacy and the prediction 
accuracy, the range of the random value  is critical and should be well chosen, which 
will be discussed in detail in the experiment.  

As the observed QoS data are obfuscated randomly, it is impossible to infer the real 
QoS values based on the obfuscated QoS values. Thus the observed QoS values are 
protected. 

2) Region Aggregation: 
To make more effective recommendations, location information of users will be 

utilized in location-aware recommendation model. Users also have privacy concerns 
about their geographic location. Since the location preferences or social relationship of 
users are private. The disclosure of such information may lead to security threats. Be-
sides, as the QoS performance of cloud services is usually spatially dynamic, user pref-
erences and ratings for the services also vary over location. Then the neighbors (similar 
services) of the same service may also vary with different invoked location. To make 
more accurate recommendations, we should make predictions based on the history 
ratings at the target region. However, the data sparsity problem is always a shortcom-
ing in recommender systems, especially in location-aware recommendation models. 
The related rating dataset of the target user at the target region may be very spare, since 
users may only use a small number of items and provide limited QoS records in a cer-
tain region.  

To solve the privacy preservation problem and data sparsity problem, we employ 
an aggregation strategy to aggregate the similar regions for the target region, so as to 
expand the target region and blur the specific location of users. The algorithm of the 
region aggregation strategy is presented in Algorithm 1, which is an improved version 
of the threshold-based clustering algorithm proposed in [51]. 
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Algorithm 1  Region Aggregation Algorithm 
Input: Regions R1, R2,…, RG , and region similarity threshold  
Output: New region division: FR1, FR2,…, FRK  
1  K ← 1 , FR1 ← R1 
2  for i ← 2 to G 
3        for j ← 1 to K 
4             	f ← 0, max ← 0 
5              if  η 	Ri	,	FRj &	η Ri	,	FRj max 
6                  then	max←η Ri	,	FRj ,	f	=	j  
7              end if 
8         end for 
9         if f 0 
10             then FRf ← FRf ∪ Ri 
11                 do   merged ←	False  
12                            for j	←1 to K 
13                                  if f j	&	η FRf	,FRj θ 
14                                       then FRf ← FRf ∪ FRj 
15                                               FRj ← FRK, K ← K	-	1 
16                                                merged ←	True 
17                                                 break; 
18                                  end if 
19                            end for 
20                   while (merged) 
21        else  K ← K	+	1 
22                FRK = Ri 
23       end if 
24   end for 
25   return FR1, FR2,…, FRK ;   

 
In Algorithm 1, a region is randomly selected and assigned as a region cluster itself 

(Line 1). Then for every unassigned region, calculate its similarity with existing clus-
ters. If the similarity is no less than the region similarity threshold , then aggregate the 
region to the cluster with the maximum similarity (Line 3-10). If no such cluster could 
be found after checking all existing clusters, then assign the region as the seed for a 
new cluster (Line 21-23).  After the step above, if the similarity of the new region clus-
ter with another existing cluster is no less than threshold , then merge the two clusters 
together, and recompute the cluster similarities (Line 11-20). From Algorithm 1, it can 
be found that each original region Rg only belongs to an aggregated 
gion	FRK,	(1≤	k K,	1 	K G). 

As presented in Algorithm 1, we define a spatial similar coefficient 
]1,0[),( ji RR , which is denoted as the spatial closeness of the region-sensitive QoS 

metrics for candidate services between region Ri and Rj. The larger ),( ji RR is, the 
closer the spatial features of candidate services between Ri and Rj is. The spatial simi-
larity ),( ji RR is determined based on Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC), which is 
defined in equation (4). Given a region similarity threshold  , if  ),( ji RR , then 
region Ri and Rj can be considered to be similar. 
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(4) 

where )()( ji RSRS  is the set of coinvoked services by users at region Ri and Rj, isRS

is the average spatial QoS-rating vector of service s at region Ri, iRS is the average 
spatial QoS-rating vector of all candidate services in )()( ji RSRS  at Ri. Here, isRS

and iRS  are calculated based on obfuscated QoS data. Note that the QoS data appear-
ing below are all obfuscated data. 

Once the regions are aggregated, the specific region is blurred. The location infor-
mation used in our recommender model is no longer the accurate locations, but only 
represented by a region number. And the sub-regions in the aggregated region clusters 
are discontinuous which would make it more difficult to get the real locations of users. 
And it will be meaningless for attackers to get the aggregated region information. Thus 
the private location information of users can be protected. 

Based on the above two privacy-preservation mechanisms, i.e., the data obfuscation 
technique and the region aggregation strategy, the private information of users could be 
protected. To achieve decent prediction accuracy on the premise of privacy preserva-
tion, appropriate values for random range β and region similarity threshold θ should be 
set, which will be analyzed in the experiment. 

4.2 Nearest Neighbors Determination 

1) Similarity Computation: 

As presented in Section 3, there are two kinds of nearest neighbors, i.e., global 
nearest neighbors and spatial nearest neighbors, which can be calculated as follows. 

The global nearest neighbors of a service s can be determined by equation (5).  
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where )()( vUsU  is the set of users that rated both service s and service v in all re-
gions. Here, we give a preset similarity threshold sim , then the services that have simi-
larity with service s no less than sim  can be considered as global nearest neighbors of 
service s. 

The spatial nearest neighbors of service s at aggregated region kFR  can be deter-
mined by equation (6). 
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where }&&)()({)( kuvkusksv FRlFRlvUsUuuFRU  | . Then the spatial nearest 
neighbors of service s in Rg are the services in kFR  that have similarity with service s 
no less than sim . 

2) Similarity prediction based on tensor factorization: 

Though the data sparsity problem can be relieved by aggregating similar regions. 
The rating data in the aggregated region is still sparse. It’s still hard to mine similarity 
relationships between users without enough knowledge of history service experience. 
Thus it is difficult to find the spatial nearest neighbors for the target user u. To solve 
the data sparsity problem further, a spatial-aware LFM model based on CP decomposi-
tion is applied to predict the spatial similarity between services.  

The triadic relations among services, neighbors and location features can be formu-
lated as a three-dimensional similarity tensor 

K MMSim . The element in tensor Sim 
is denoted as SNN

ijksim , which represents the spatial similarity of service i and service j 
at the aggregated region kFR . Based on the CP decomposition model, the tensor 

K MMSim can be expressed as the inner-product of three R-dimensional vectors: 





R

r
rrr lvs

1

],,[ LVSSim ,                               (7) 

where R is actually the rank of tensor Sim, which is defined as the smallest number of 
rank-one tensors. ],...,,[ 21 RsssS , ],...,,[ 21 RvvvV and ],...,,[ 21 RTTTL .  rs , rv
and rl  represent the latent factor vectors associated with service, neighbor and loca-
tion, respectively. Actually, rs and rv are both user vectors, the tensor Sim should be 
symmetric and SNN

jik
SNN
ijk simsim . So rs and rv  should be theoretically equivalent. Then 

equation (7) can be rewritten as follows: 





R

r
rrr tss

1

Sim                                   (8) 

As shown in equation (8), compared with the traditional user-item matrix factoriza-
tion model, we consider not only the latent factors between services, but also the rela-
tion with the “geographical trend” reflected in location information. Then the miss 
spatial similarity can be predicted by equation (9).  

 




R

r
krjrirlk

SNN
ijk tssbims

1

ˆ                                    (9) 

In equation (9), the observed spatial similarity can be broken into two components: 
biases [52] and service-neighbor-location interaction. The bias component contains 
the overall average similarity   and location bias lkb . To learn the involved parame-
ter lkb  and the involved vectors, i.e., irs , jrs  and krl , we minimize the regularized 
squared error function: 

Wimssimmin
Trainkji

SNN
ijk

SNN
ijk

ls,b,





),,(

2
ˆ  ,                               (10) 
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where Train is the set of the (i, j, k) pairs for SNN
ijksim , which is known as the training 

set. SNN
ijksim is obtained by equation (6). 2222

krjrirlk lssbW  , which is ap-
plied to regularize the learned parameters to avoid overfitting [53] and the constant   
controls the extent of regularization. 

In this paper, we adopt stochastic gradient descent to solve equation (10) by loop-
ing through all similarity values in the training set. For each given training case, the 
associated prediction error is denoted as ijke : 
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(11) 

Modifying the parameters by a magnitude proportional to   (learning rate) in the 
opposite direction of the gradient, yielding the following recurrence equations: 
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   (12) 

By iterative learning based on equation (12), the spatial similarity between service 
i and service j at aggregated region kFR  can be predicted and obtained. And then the 
spatial nearest neighbors can be determined based on the spatial similarity and the 
preset similarity threshold sim . 

4.3 Rating Prediction 

Once the global nearest neighbors (denoted as GNNS ) and spatial nearest neighbors 
(denoted as SNNS ) are determined, then the prediction of target user i on candidate 
service j at the aggregated region kFR  (denoted as ijkr ) is defined in equation (13). The 
prediction consists of two parts, i.e., prediction based on the global nearest neighbors 
and prediction based on the spatial nearest neighbors, which are combined by the SAW 
(Simple Additive Weighting) technique. 
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Where   is the weight coefficient, jr is the average rating of service i, k
jr is the aver-

age rating of service j at the aggregated region kFR , )( jSGNN and ),( kSNN FRjS  re-
spectively represent service j’s global and spatial nearest neighbor set where the ser-
vices have been used by user i, sr is the overall average rating of services in )( jSGNN , 
and 'sr is the overall average rating of services in ),( kSNN FRjS . 

In our proposal, there are two schemes to determine  , which can be a fixed value 
or an empirical value. For the fixed scheme,    can be set as H

a , and 1 = H
b . 

Then if the number of region-sensitive QoS metrics is more than the number of re-
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gion-insensitive QoS metrics, i.e., ba  , then the prediction based on the spatial 
part makes up the larger part of the total. For the empirical scheme,   can be empiri-
cally well chosen in the experiment, which will be discussed in detail in Section 5.2. 

5 Experiments 

In this section, experiments are designed to evaluate the efficiency of our proposal. We 
first present the experiment settings and then demonstrate the experimental results with 
detailed analysis.  

5.1 Experimental  Settings 

1) Experimental Setup and Dataset 

We implement our method in Java programming language and run it on a cluster 
server consisting of 17 nodes. Each node has an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 
(2.6Ghz/30M Cache) processor and 64 GB RAM. In this experiment, we employ two 
real datasets to evaluate the efficiency of our privacy-preserving location-based pre-
diction algorithm. The two datasets are described as follows: 

WSDREAM-Dataset-1 [54]: This dataset is a publicly available QoS dataset of re-
al-world Web services and contains the QoS performance (throughput and response 
time) of 5825 services from 339 users with location information. This dataset pro-
vides two kinds of geographic location information: latitude & longitude, and regions. 
In our experiment, we only use the region information of users to represent the loca-
tion of service invocations.  

TRIPADVISOR-Dataset: The second dataset is a real-world dataset collected from 
a well-known travel review site (www. tripadvisor.com), where many travelers give 
ratings and comments to various travel services. We collect ratings for hotels from 15 
regions, which contain the overall ratings and individual QoS ratings (totally six QoS 
metrics). After cleaning, there are about 1681722 records left, with 76177 users and 
6547 hotels. All the ratings for hotels range from 1 to 5, with 5 as the excellent. To 
analyze the location influence to QoS, we preprocess the rating dataset by aggregating 
the hotels that have both the same stars and similar tags. After preprocessing, there 
are about 160 kinds of hotels, and every kind of hotels can appear in different regions. 

In our experiment, we use the five-fold cross validation method, and the dataset 
was split into 80% training data and 20% test data. 

2) Comparative Approaches:  

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposal, we compare our method with four al-
ternative approaches: 

IPCC [55]: This method is an item-based collaborative filtering method using 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient, which is widely used in e-commerce scenarios.  

LFM [33]: This method is a recommendation model based on matrix factorization, 
which is proposed to exploit the latent factors of the original data. Both IPCC and 
LFM have no data obfuscation. 
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P-UIPCC and P-PMF [42]: These two methods are two QoS prediction methods 
based on a generic privacy-preserving framework with data obfuscation techniques. In 
P-UIPCC, the similarity between users is integrated with the similarity between ser-
vices to make predictions. P-PMF is collaborative recommendation methods based on 
probabilistic matrix factorization model and data obfuscation technique. 

3) Performance Metrics:  

Four widely used performance metrics are applied to evaluate the statistical accura-
cy of recommendation approaches: mean absolute error (MAE) [56], area under the 
ROC curve (AUC) [57], precision and recall [58].  

MAE is a statistical accuracy metrics used to measure the prediction accuracy, 
which is defined as the average absolute deviation between the predicted rating and 
the real rating. Lower MAE presents more accurate predictions. Besides, we apply 
three classical Information Retrieval (IR) metrics, i.e., AUC, precision and recall, to 
evaluate Top-N recommendation performance. AUC is the area under the ROC curve, 
and larger AUC value indicates higher prediction accuracy. The equation of precision 
and recall are presented as follows: 

N
R

RT
Necision

Uu u

Uu uu
@@Pr









  

N
T

RT
Ncall

Uu u

Uu uu
@@Re









 , 

where Tu is the recommendation set of services for user u in train set,  Ru is the rec-
ommendation set of services for user u in test set. 

5.2 Experimental Results 

1) Prediction Effectiveness： 

In our experiment, to evaluate the prediction accuracy of our proposal, we compare 
our method (denoted as PSLRec) with the four methods. The comparison results are 
shown in Figs. 1-4. 

Comparison in MAE: Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2(b) respectively present the result of 
prediction performance on the two datasets of all approaches in MAE with the change 
of the random range β.  From Fig. 2, we can see that our approach degrades in predic-
tion accuracy (i.e., MAE increases) when	β	becomes larger, as the observed QoS data 
is better disguised. However, when	β	is small (e.g., β≤0.8 in Fig. 2 (a), and		β≤0.8	in 
Fig. 2(b)), our method performs better than IPCC (baseline method with no data obfus-
cation). Similarly, our method also performs better than LFM when	β≤0.2	in Fig. 2 (a), 
and	β≤0.4 in Fig. 2(b). Thus a tradeoff can be made between the prediction accuracy 
and privacy preservation by setting appropriate	β. Additionally, we also observe that 
our method consistently outperforms P-UIPCC and P-PMF with the same random 
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3) Security and Privacy Analysis: 

This section presents the security and privacy analysis of our approach. As demon-
strated in Section 4.1, to overcome the security issues in location-aware recommenda-
tion models, two privacy-preserving mechanisms are proposed to protect the observed 
QoS data and specific location information of users in a more secure manner. However, 
more secure privacy mechanisms may lead to less accurate prediction performance. 
Thus it is important to make a trade-off between prediction accuracy and privacy 
preservation. In the following, we analyze the impact of the random range β (in data 
obfuscation technique) and the region similarity threshold  (in region aggregation 
strategy) to privacy preservation and prediction accuracy. 

From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we can see that our approach (lower MAE and AUC indi-
cates worse prediction performance) degrades in prediction accuracy when	β	becomes 
larger (higher β indicates that the observed QoS data is better disguised). Thus an ap-
propriate value for β	should be set. On the WSDREAM dataset, our approach performs 
better than IPCC and LFM when β≤0.8  and β≤0.2 , respectively. On the 
TRIPADVISOR dataset, our approach performs better than IPCC and LFM when 
β≤0.8 and β≤0.4, respectively. Moreover, we cloud find that our approach consistently 
outperforms or no worse than P-UIPCC and P-PMF with the same random range. Then 
we could set an appropriate β (For example, here, β cloud be set as 0.3 on WSDREAM 
dataset and 0.6 on TRIPADVISOR dataset, respectively) to get a good balance be-
tween privacy preservation and prediction accuracy.  

Based on the region aggregation algorithm, the location information used in our 
prediction model is no longer the specific locations, but only the fuzzy location infor-
mation (a region number) which makes it difficult for the attackers to get the real loca-
tion information of users. As described in Algorithm 1, to blur the specific location 
information, an appropriate value for the region similarity threshold  should be cho-
sen. We can see that if the region similarity threshold   is small, the number of aggre-
gated region clusters is also small, which weakens location features but could better 
hide user's specific location information. While if  is large, the location influence to 
recommendations is emphasized, but the location information of users may be dis-
closed. Thus an appropriate  should also be set. For example, based on the above 
experimental analysis on TRIPADVISOR dataset, when 	 is set as 0.4 in this case, we 
could get acceptable prediction accuracy with the specific location information blurred. 

The above security analysis depicts that a good balance could be made between the 
prediction accuracy and the goal of privacy preservation based on our proposal. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, a privacy-preserving and sparsity-aware location-based prediction 
model is proposed for collaborative recommender systems. It aims to provide the 
most beneficial products for users with the consideration of privacy preservation. 
First, location influence is considered into the classical neighborhood-based collabo-
rative prediction model by distinguishing region-sensitive QoS metrics from region-
insensitive QoS metrics. Accordingly, global nearest neighbors and spatial nearest 
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neighbors are defined. To protect user privacy, a data obfuscation technique is utilized 
to disguise the observed QoS data of users. In addition, a region aggregation algo-
rithm is presented to deal with the data sparsity problem and blur the specific location 
information of users. After data obfuscation and region aggregation, a location-aware 
LFM model based on tensor factorization is applied to mine the spatial similarity 
relationships between services and identify the spatial nearest neighbors. Then, the 
final predictions can be made by combining the predictions based on the global near-
est neighbors and spatial nearest neighbors. Finally, experiments based on real-world 
datasets are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposal. In our future 
work, we will do further study collaborative recommendation models based on multi-
model integration and consider more privacy-preservation mechanisms. 
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Highlight 

 Location influence is considered into neighborhood-based collaborative recommendation 

model by distinguishing region-sensitive QoS metrics from region-insensitive QoS metrics. 

 A privacy-aware region aggregation is proposed to deal with the data sparsity problem and 

protect user privacy. 

 A location-aware latent factor model based on tensor factorization is proposed to identify the 

spatial nearest neighbors. 

 Extensive experiments are conducted on real-world dataset. 
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